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A macaroon (two o’s; pronounced 
mack-a-rOOn, cowboy accent 
optional) is an American mounded 
cookie made with shredded coconut, 
and often dipped in chocolate. 

A macaron (pronounced mack-a-rohn, 
French accent optional) is a confection 
made up of two flat almond flour-based 
cookies, sandwiching an emulsified filling 
like ganache or jam. Any variation in color 
or flavor is simply a variation of the filling, 
plus some food coloring. The macaron 
was made famous by the French, and is 
thus often referred to as a French or a 
Parisian macaron. 

The first macs, made by French monks in 
Renaissance Venice, were similar to 
modern-day Italian amaretti cookies: 
a single dome-shaped cookie, with 
a cracked, crumbly top. Apparently 
designed to resemble monks’ navels. 

Musk? Yup, musk. As in the fragrant 
ingredient derived from the anal 
secretions of a rare cat called a civet. 
Seriously.

The Civet, notorious for 
its fragrant secretions.

Ye olde cocoanut, new and exotic 
ingredient of the late 19th century. 
Almonds were so 17th century.

Cookery Booke scribe 
Martha Washington

Celebrity chef François Pierre La Varenne publishes the 
first mainstream recipe for macarons. The recipe calls 
for a paste made of hand-ground almond flour mixed 
with powdered sugar (tant-pour-tant), and moistened 
with egg whites. He leaves out some of the traditional 
ingredients, such as orangewater and musk.

La Varenne’s almond-meal macarons were 
often sold in pairs, with the flat sides together. 
Famed Parisian bakery Ladurée is said to have 
sold the first cookies with flavored filling.

New coconut palms planted in Florida make 
everybody lose their sh*t. How can you not cook 
with this stuff? Esther Levy publishes the first US 
Jewish cookbook in 1871, and includes a recipe for 
macaroons that replaces the almond meal with 
grated cocoanut.

Also no cat anus in this one.

For recipes, cooking techniques, videos, 
and more, visit chefsteps.com

“little Fritter-like Bunnes, or thicke 
Losenges, compounded of Sugar, 
Almonds, Rosewater, and Muske, 
pounded together and baked with 
a gentle fire.”

First English Mention
From 1611 AD: 

In a handwritten Booke of Cookery 
owned by Martha Washington, the
first full written recipe for “Mackroons” 
appears. It calls for almond meal, sugar, 
egg whites, and “two graynes of muske.”

Derived from the Italian maccherone and 
Venetian macarone, meaning “fine paste.” The 
word macaroni comes from the same root word.

The Name

The Original

The French Take Over
France, 1651

First Lady of Muske
USA, 18th Century

America Goes Cocoanuts
USA, 1871

Fill ’Er Up Paris, 20th Century

The Cookies Break Up
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Macaron and macaroon: One a product of slow European 
refinement; the other an American innovation based on a 
tropical ingredient. Enjoy them both, remembering the civets 
that gave so much to the evolution of these delicious cookies.

Macaroni: Actually kind 
of related to the cookie.


